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Abstract
The objective of this paper is the implementation and validation of an adaptive controller for
gust load alleviation. The main contribution of
this research is the design of a robust controller
that guarantees the reduction of the gust loads,
even when the nominal conditions change. Some
preliminary results are presented, considering the
symmetric aileron deflection as control device.
The proposed approach is validated on a subsonic
transport aircraft for different mass and flight conditions: even when the gust frequency changes, no
parameter retuning is required.
1. Introduction
Gust load alleviation systems are usually used to
reduce the airframe loads and to improve passenger
comfort. Active control techniques for gust load
alleviation have been investigated extensively in
the last years to control the aeroelastic response
and to improve the handling qualities of the aircraft. Different approaches have been developed
for gust alleviation and load control, including
design of classical robust controllers, such as the
linear quadratic regulator [1] and gaussian theories
[2], model predictive control algorithms [3], H∞
robust control [4], [5].
Because of time varying characteristics of the
aircraft dynamics, it is difficult to synthesize a
unique control law for the whole flight envelope
and a gain scheduling should be required to account for the time varying dynamics. For this
reason, adaptive feedback and/or feedforward controllers have been considered for adverse situations

due to their ability of modify a pre-existing control
design.
The objective of the present paper is to derive a
controller that is robust in the presence of model
uncertainties, due to weight and flight condition
variations. Moreover, the present paper aims at
proposing an application of L1 adaptive control
techniques in the framework of flexible fixed
wing subsonic aircraft, stabilizing the system under
different operating conditions and when different
gusts occur.
Some classical controllers, as H∞ application,
have limitations in terms of frequency band (only
low frequencies are analyzed) and no uncertainties
or variations on the nominal parameters are considered,as in the works of [4], [6]. Recently, Jannson
and Eller [5] included uncertainties in the model
parameters but the gust is included as a Gaussian
white noise of unit intensity and zero mean, that is
not a realistic case. In [7] two uncertainty models
to decide what flexible modes to be truncated
from the original flexible system model while
preserving closed-loop performance are presented.
Robust control framework is used with the robust
performance criterion to show that the new inverse
uncertainty representation of flexible modes gives
good closed-loop performance, but this controller
is not validated with different mass and flight
conditions.
To overcome these limitations adaptive feedback
[8], [9] and feedforward controllers [10], [11]
are imnplemented. Wildschek [12] proposed an
adaptive Multi Input - Multi Output (MIMO) feedforward controller and a feedback H2 controller.
No uncertainties are considered and the adaptive
controller alleviated only the wing bending accel-
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eration.
L1 adaptive control theory reduces the tuning effort required to achieve desired closed-loop
performance, particularly while operating in the
presence of uncertainties and failures. The adaptive
law is a piecewise constant law, that guarantees
fast estimation, and the adaptation rate can be
associated with the sampling rate of the onboard
CPU. Moreover, this adaptive algorithm guarantees
bounded inputs and outputs, uniform transient response and steady-state tracking.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
the aircraft model description and formulation is
presented. In the same Section the gust and load
models are described. In Section 3 the actuator
models are analyzed. In Section 4 the control
architecture of the L1 controller is introduced. The
controller design and the simulation results are described in Section 5. Conclusions are summarized
in Section 6.
2. Aircraft and Gust Mathematical Model
For the implemenatation of the proposed feedback controller only the longitudinal plane of a
subsonic transport aircraft is considered. For the
mathematical formulation of the dynamic system
a standard continous time-invariant state space
formulation
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Bg wg (t),
y(t) = Cx(t) + Dg wg (t), x(0) = x0 ,

(1)

where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state vector in which
both rigid and flexible variables are considered,
u(t) ∈ Rm is the control signal, y(t) ∈ Rl is
the controlled output, wg (t) ∈ Rm is the gust
signal. A ∈ Rnxn is the state matrix, B ∈ Rnxm
is the control matrix, C ∈ Rlxn is the output
matrix, Bg ∈ Rnxm is the input gust matrix and
Dg ∈ Rlxm is the output gust matrix. This complete aeroservoelastic model is obtained joining
two sub-models: (i) the flight dynamic model, that
describes the rigid body motion of the aircraft
and (ii) the aeroelastic model, which is responsible
of the aircraft aeroelasticity. Hypothesis of small
disturbances from a steady flight condition allows
to linearize the rigid body equations of motion [13]
and to uncouple the longitudinal plane response
from the lateral one. The rigid state variables are

the longitudinal component of the total airspeed
u, the angle of attack α, the pitch angle θ and the
pitch rate q. The control variables are the elevator
deflection δe and the aileron deflection δa (divided
in outboard deflection δa,ou and inboard deflection
δa,in ). For both devices only symmetric deflection
are evaluated.
The mass and the elastic properties of the aircraft are given by a beam model made in Nastran
and the flexible formulation can be obtained from
the classical formulation of equations of motion
for multi degree of freedom systems, as in
M ẍ(t) + Ck ẋ(t) + Kx(t) = F (t),

(2)

where M is the mass matrix, Ck is the viscous
damping matrix and K is the stiffness matrix. The
flexible vector x(t) is the general time-varying displacement vector and F (t) can be divided into two
terms, one related to the aerodynamic components
induced by the structural normal modes and the
second related to external forces that may not be
depending on aerodynamics.
The external aerodynamic force is modelled
considering unsteady aerodynamics and is introduced in the statespace model (Eq. 1) using Pade’
interpolation method [14]. The aerodynamic forces
Ft and the gust forces Fg can be modeled as
1 2
F GT (s)δ(s)
Ft (s) = ρVtas
2
(3)
1 2
Fg (s) = ρVtas F GM (s)w(s)
2
where Vtas is the aircraft true airspeed, δi is the
control device deflection (i = e, aou , ain ), w is
the gust speed, F GT (s) and F GM (s) are large
scale improper transfer function matrices of the
particular forms
F GT (s) = Ft0 + Ft1s + Ft2s s2 +

N
X

Fi+2

i=1
N
X

s
s + σi

s
s + σgi
i=1
(4)
with F∗ and σ∗ are interventing coefficient matrices
and filter poles from FEM analysis [15].
Time domain aeroelastic analysis is performed
to generate responses to active control and/or to external force systems. Gust input causes a variation
F GM (s) = Fg0 + Fg1s + Fg2s s2 +

Fgi+2
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of the system aerodynamics that is simulated in
state space formualtion using the Doublet-Lattice
Method ([16]). Panel incidence induced by the
gust is computed for each control point of the
aerodynamic mesh, that has to be introduced in
the model in terms of x, y and z coordinates. The
generation of the induced angle of attack due to
the gust profile (Fgustj (t)) for each aerodynamic
control point is expressed in Eq. 5 (discrete gust
”1 − cosine” model for a reference system with z
upward and x backward),
U
cos(γj )
Fgustj (t) =
2U∞
h


x0 − xj i
1 − cos 2πfg t −
U∞

(5)

where U is the vertical gust speed, U∞ = Vtas
is the aircraft airspeed, cos(γj ) is the dihedral
cosine of each panel control point and fg is the
gust frquency. The distance between the aircraft
reference system center and the gust is defined as
x0 = dg U∞ , with dg = 0.1 s gust time delay.
The variable xj is the x coordinate of the j th
aerodynamic control point.
The gust dynamic loads have been calculated by
means of the mode displacement (MD) method,
which recovers the loads directly from the modal
displacements. The MD approach assumes that the
modal superposition assumption, used to construct
the generalized aeroelastic equations of motion,
can also be used to recover the load distributions.
Since gust excitation cases are characterized by
fairly well-distributed loads, the MD method can
be successfully used to calculate the actual loads
with a sufficient number of modes. The modal
superposition assumption is:
ξ(x, t) = φ(x)η(t)
where φ(x) is the matrix of modal displacements
and η(t) is the vector of natural modes in the
range of 1 to 50 Hz of frequency. This assumption
implies that the aerodynamic and inertial modal
load (forces and moments), integrated for obtaining section loads, can be expressed as:
F (x, t) = CLOAD η(t)

(6)

where CLOAD is the integrated stiffness matrix
expressed in modal form.

3. Model of Actuator Systems
The simulation model includes two different
actuators: (i) one related to the elevator surface
(for the pitch rate control) and (ii) one related to
the aileron deflection (for the angle of attack variation). For the elevator control surface, an ElectroMechanical Actuator (EMA) is implemented and
is composed of a variable speed bi-directional
electric motor coupled with mechanical gears to
provide speed reduction and torque amplification.
The implemented model is a 2nd order underdamped transfer function with higher bandwidth,
due to the gust load alleviation application. No
backlash or stiffness variable with external loads
is considered. The model is not linear due to:
– the presence of saturations on the input command and on the output surface position.
The saturation on the output limits the surface position in a given range and simulates
the mechanical stops for the actuator/surface
stroke.
– the presence of a rate limiter that simulates a
physical limitation in actuator speed.
– the introduction of a computational delay that
simulates the transfer time related to flight
control computer (FCC) clock.
For the aileron surface, an Electro-HydroStatic
Actuator (EHSA) is considered and it contains the
following nonlinearities:
– input command saturation and computational
delay,
– rate saturation and output surface position saturation (implemented inside the control loop).
For the validation of the control laws, the maximum elevator rate is imposed equal to 60 deg/s
and the maximum aileron rate is imposed equal to
80 deg/s. An higher rate is chosen for the aileron
surface because it is the device chosen for the gust
alleviation (symmetric deflection).
4. L1 Adaptive Controller
The choice of the L1 adaptive controller for
the feedback aircraft control is motivated by the
high level of model uncertainty (by the variations
of the mass and flight conditions) and by high
oscillations in the model responses (by state- and
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time-dependent nonlinearities). This controller is
composed by three main blocks: (i) the adaptive
law, (ii) the state predictor, and (iii) the control
law. See Fig. 1 for the detailed architecture.

Fig. 1.

L1 controller architecture

The adaptive law is a piecewise constant law,
as explained in Chapter 3.3 of [17] and in [18],
that guarantees fast estimation, and the adaptation
rate can be associated with the sampling rate of
the onboard CPU, equal to 100 Hz. Moreover, this
adaptive algorithm guarantees bounded inputs and
outputs, uniform transient response and steadystate tracking. This extension of the L1 controller
was applied to NASA’s AirSTAR ([19]) and to the
Boeing X-48B ([20]).
The state predictor, which is designed to reproduce the actual plant structure and to specify
the desired behavior of the closed-loop system,
generates a prediction of the system state. An
important feature of the L1 controller is that the
error between the closed loop system with the
L1 controller and the reference controller can be
uniformly bounded by a constant proportional to
the adaptation sampling rate.
Another important key aspect is that this controller defines the control signal as the output
of a low-pass filter to guarantee that the control
signal stays in the low-frequency range. The lowpass filter for this application is designed with a
mixed deterministic and randomized approach as
described in [21].
The above described controller is designed to
control the general linear system of Eq. (1) which,
considering uncertainties, can be rewritten as

ẋ(t) = Am x(t) + Bm (ωu(t) + f1 (x(t), z(t), t))
+Bum f2 (x(t), z(t), t), x(0) = x0 ,
z(t) = go (xz (t), t), ẋz (t) = g(xz (t),
x(t), t), xz (0) = xz0 ,
y(t) = Cx(t).
(7)
The matrix Am ∈ Rn×n is Hurwitz and specifies
the desired dynamics of the closed-loop system,
Bm ∈ Rn×m and C ∈ Rm×n are known constant
matrices. Bum ∈ Rn×(n−m) is a constant matrix
T
Bum = 0 and the rank of B =
such that Bm
[Bm Bum ] is n. Compared to system (1), the system
(7) includes ω ∈ Rm×m the unknown frequency
gain matrix, z(t) and xz (t) respectively the output
and state vector of internal unmodeled dynamics
and the unknown nonlinear functions g(·) and
g0 (·).
The state predictor is defined as
˙
x̂(t)
= Am x̂(t) + Bm (ω0 u(t) + σ̂1 (t)) + Bum σ̂2 (t),
x̂(0) = x0
where the adaptive vectors σ̂1 (t) ∈ Rm and σ̂2 (t) ∈
Rn−m , with ω0 a candidate nominal frequency, are




σ̂1 (t)
Im
0
=−
B −1 Φ−1 (Ts )µ(iTs ),
σ̂2 (t)
0 In−m
(8)
for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., and t ∈ [iTs , (i + 1)Ts ], where
Ts > 0 is the adaptation sampling time associated
with the sampling rate of the FCS computer. In
Equation (8) also appear
Am Ts
Φ(Ts ) = A−1
− In ), ∈ Rn×n
m (e

µ(iTs ) = eAm Ts x̃(iTs ),
where x̃(t) = x̂(t) − x(t) is the error between the
system state and the predicted state.
Finally, calling s the complex argument resulting from the Laplace transform of the corresponding time domain signal, the last element of the
controller is the control law defined as
u(t) = −KD(s)η̂(s).
We also define
η̂(t) = ω0 u(t) + η̂1 (t) + η̂2m (t) − rg (t),
η̂1 (t) = σ̂1 (t),
−1
η̂2m (s) = Hm
(s)Hum (s)σ̂2 (s),
rg (s) = Kg (s)r(s)
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where D(s) is a proper stable transfer matrix of
dimension m × m, r(t) is the reference signal.
The transfer functions Hm and Hum are calculated
starting from the matrices of systems (7)
−1

Hm (s) = C(sIn − Am ) Bm
Hum (s) = C(sIn − Am )−1 Bum
while the prefilter Kg(s) is chosen as the constant
−1
matrix Kg = −(CA−1
to achieve decoum Bm )
pling among the signals.
A matched Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO)
L1 controller is implemented in which the input
controls are the elevator and aileron deflections.
The angle of attack α at the IMU station and the
pitch rate q are the matched controlled variables.
Even if a complete rigid-flexible model is considered, the controller state predictor reproduces
only the rigid dynamics and the flexible components are indirectly controlled by these variables.
The scope of this simplified design is to verify
whether or not the overall system can be controlled
by using the rigid states of the aircraft [8].
5. Simulation Results
The aircraft state vector has both rigid and
flexible components, related to the aircraft longitudinal plane. Twentytwo natural modes ηi in
the range of frequency 1 to 50 Hz and one Pade’
term for the definition of unsteady aerodynamic
coefficients are considered. The sampling rate of
the feedback adaptive controller is equal to 100
Hz. The input controls are the elevator and splitted
aileron symmetric deflections.
As controlled variables for gust alleviation the
dynamic loads in the wing root working station
have to be reduced to guarantee the controller
efficiency, even when uncertainties occur (i.e. variation of the mass, flight conditions and gust frequency). Thus, the vertical force and the moments
around X and Y axes are analyzed, as the loads are
directly evaluated from the natural modes (Eq. 6).
The aircraft characteristics are reported in Table I.
For the nominal configuration Zero Fuel Weight
(ZFW) is considered as the reference mass (equal
to 50540 kg as in Table I) and the 1st symmetric
bending mode (fg = 3.41 Hz) are considered as
reference conditions.
Different cases are analyzed:

TABLE I
A IRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS AND FLIGHT CONDITIONS
Mass
Mean Aerodynamic Chord
Wing span
Vertical true airspeed at sea level
Mach number
Gust frequency (1st bending mode)

m = 50540 kg
c = 3.746 m
b = 34.14 m
Vtas = 163.34 m/s
M = 0.48
fg = 3.41 Hz

1) variation of the aileron rate speed to take into
account physical limitations of the actuator
models,
2) variation of the mass and flight conditions
to evaluate the robustness of the controller in
presence of model uncertainties (no retuning
of the controller parameters),
3) variations of gust frequency to prove the controller adaptation at difference disturbance
inputs.
For the first case three aileron maximum rate
are considered: (i) 60 deg/s, (ii) 80 deg/s and
(iii) 100 deg/s. The closed loop case of an ideal
actuator model with an aileron rate limiter at 100
deg/s and a saturation limiter at ±15 deg is also
considered.

Fig. 2.
limiter

Variation of the vertical force with different aileron rate

As in Figs.2-4 and in Table II, even if an aileron
speed limiter is implemented, good performance
are obtained: a reduction of about 5% of the
vertical force and of about 10 − 18% for the
moment variations are obtained.
As visible in Figs. 5-7, a reduction of the vertical
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Fig. 3. Variation of the moment around X axis with different
aileron rate limiter

Fig. 6. Variation of the moment around X axis with a real and
ideal actuator

Fig. 4. Variation of the moment around Y axis with different
aileron rate limiter

Fig. 7. Variation of the moment around X axis with a real and
ideal actuator

TABLE II
O PEN AND CLOSED LOOP RESPONSES : IDEAL AND REAL
ACTUATORS

Fig. 5. Variation of the vertical force with a real and ideal actuator

force Fz of 10% is obtained with an ideal actuator,
even considering a limitation on the aileron rate

Real Actuator
Open Loop
Fz = -2.103·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop 60 deg/s
Fz = -2.022·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop 80 deg/s
Fz = -2.021·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop 100 deg/s
Fz = -2.021·105
Ideal Actuator
Fz = -1.912·105

Mx = -1.683·106

Mx = 3.936·105

Mx = -1.526·106

Mx = 3.283·105

Mx = -1.523·106

Mx = 3.267·105

Mx = -1.523·106

Mx = 3.267·105

Mx = -1.432·106

Mx = 3.145·105
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and a saturation limit. Better results are obtained
for the moments around X and Y axes: more than
20% of reduction is obtained. No computational
delay is considered for the ideal case.
Considering the results obtained with the aileron
rate variation, a limiter at 80deg/s is considered
for all the other cases.
For the second case variations of ±40% of the
state matrix are analyzed. These parameter variations can be caused by change on the considered
reference airspeed, on the mass configuration, on
the aerodynamic derivatives,. . . . The variations are
considered with a percentage reduction or augmentation of the state matrix elements. This validation
is performed to verify that a retuning of the controller parameters are not necessary if a substantial
variation is considered. The MTOW condition is
not analyzed because the mass variation with respect to the ZFW configuration is about 10%. For
classical robust controller, a small oscillation of the
matrix parameters is allowed without changing the
controller parameters.
Classical robust controllers (as LQR controller)
require a retuning of the weight parameters if
the model is uncertain. Different approaches can
be considered in presence of uncertainties, as
probabilistic and randomized [22], [23] or LMI
approaches [24].
If L1 adaptive controller is implemented, the
adaptation law permits to follow the desired responses without loss of robustness, because in
this particular adaptive controller the adaptation is
separated to the robustness (as explained in [17]).

Fig. 8. Variation of the vertical force with state parameter changes

Fig. 9. Variation of the moment around X axis with state parameter
changes

Fig. 10.
Variation of the moment around X axis with state
parameter changes

In Figs.8-10 the load variation at the wing root
are considered, when the state matrix parameters
are changed. The open loop simulation with the
changed matrices is also performed. As visible, the
maximum (absolute) peak of the vertical force is
reduced of about 10% and of about 20% for the
moments. See Table III for detailed results.
For the third case a quasi static input (as a slow
maneuver) is analyzed. Usually, if the controller
parameters are tuned for a dynamic gust, a retuning
of the controller could be required for slower gust
inputs. In this case no changes are required for the
controller parameters.
In Figs. 11-13 a slow gust frequency (1.74Hz)
is considered for the ZFW condition and in Figs.
14-16 a slow gust for the MTOW condition. In
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Fig. 11.
(ZF W )

Variation of the vertical force for a gust of 1.74 Hz

Fig. 12. Variation of the moment around X axis for a gust of 1.74
Hz (ZF W )

both cases a reduction of about 10 − 35% can be
observed in the load variations. See Table IV for
detailed results.
6. Conclusions
An adaptive controller for gust load alleviation
is considered and preliminary evaluation of the
controller robustness in presence of uncertainties
is performed. The results are obtained with a
sampling rate of 100 Hz and an aileron rate
limiter at 80deg/s. Good controller performance
(alleviation of about 20% of the wing loads) is
proved for different mass and flight condition

Fig. 13. Variation of the moment around Y axis for a gust of 1.74
Hz (ZF W )

TABLE III
O PEN AND CLOSED LOOP RESPONSES : VARIATIONS OF THE
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Real Actuator
Open Loop
Variations of +40%
Fz = -1.619·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop 80 deg/s
Variations of +40%
Fz = -1.475·105
Real Actuator
Open Loop
Variations of -40%
Fz = -2.889·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop 80 deg/s
Variations of -40%
Fz = -2.61·105

Mx = -1.284·106

Mx = 2.872·105

Mx = -1.091·106

Mx = 2.297·105

Mx = -2.056·106

Mx = 5.196·105

Mx = -1.747·106

Mx = 4.146·105

Fig. 14. Variation of the vertical force for a gust of 1.74 Hz
(M T OW )
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TABLE IV
O PEN AND CLOSED LOOP RESPONSES : VARIATION OF THE GUST
FREQUENCY, fg

Fig. 15. Variation of the moment around X axis for a gust of 1.74
Hz (M T OW )

Real Actuator
Open Loop, ZFW
Fz = -2.421·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop, ZFW
Fz = -2.281·105
Real Actuator
Open Loop, MTOW
Fz = -2.419·105
Real Actuator
Closed loop, MTOW
Fz = -2.056·105

= 1.74Hz

Mx = -2.039·106

Mx = 4.356·105

Mx = -1.444·106

Mx = 2.754·105

Mx = -1.981·106

Mx = 4.36·105

Mx = -1.42·106

Mx = 2.935·105

Copyright Statement

Fig. 16. Variation of the moment around Y axis for a gust of 1.74
Hz (M T OW )

configurations. The complete system (controller
and aircraft model) is also validated for a ’quasi
static’ gust input, to verify that a rigid predictor
enforces alleviation of loads without requiring gain
scheduling. Future works will be the integration of
the flexible model, associating a Proportional Integrative Derivative controller with the 1 adaptive
controller and the evaluation of the wing loads.
The combination of PID controller and adaptive
controller should improve the performance of the
adaptive controller, reducing the first peak of the
flexible variables (as explained in [25]). To improve the reduction of the loads, a feedforward
controller will be considered, starting from the
measurement of a probe sensor in the vehicle nose.
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